Microfluidic Assembly of Monodisperse Vesosomes as Artificial Cell Models.
Vesosomes are nested liposomal structures with high potential as advanced drug delivery vehicles, bioreactors and artificial cells. However, to date no method has been reported to prepare monodisperse vesosomes of controlled size. Here we report on a multistep microfluidic strategy for hierarchically assembling uniform vesosomes from dewetting of double emulsion templates. The control afforded by our method is illustrated by the formation of concentric, pericentric and multicompartment liposomes. The microfluidic route to vesosomes offers an exceptional platform to build artificial cells as exemplified by the in vitro transcription in "nucleus" liposomes and the mimicry of the architecture of eukaryotic cells. Finally, we show the transport of small molecules across the nucleic envelope via insertion of nanopores into the bilayers.